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Maghas of Kaushambi 

Kaushambi was the capital of the ancient kingdom of Vatsa, one of the sixteen 

mahajanapadas of the Buddha’s time. It was one of the most important trade 

centres and markets on the trade route coming to Kosala and Magadha from the 

south and west. Cunningham had identified modern Kosam on the Yamuna, about 

30 miles south west of Allahabad, with the ancient city of Kaushambi and this 

identification is now generally accepted. A large number of copper / bronze coins 

including both uninscribed and inscribed have been found at Kaushambi. The 

uninscribed coins comprise many local varieties of cast coins, some showing 

typological affinity with the universal type of early uninscribed cast coins of 

Mauryan period. The inscribed coins include coins issued in the name of the city 

and also in the name of several rulers. Coins issue in the name of the city is mostly 

made by casting technique and shows some similarity with the local uninscribed 

cast coins. Some common varieties of these coins are as under: 

Variety A 

Obi: Elephant standing to left on a ladder; triangle headed standard in front and 

a six-armed whorl behind; river below; Ujjain symbol above in right field; 

Brahmi legend above Kosabi. 

Rev: Tree-in-railing in centre; above Ujjain symbol; left 6-arched hill and above 

it nandipada; right, four fishes in a rectangle and above it nandipada. 

Var. B 

Obv: Bull standing left; above Brahmi inscription Kosabi. 

Rev: Lakshmi seated on lotus 

Var. C 

Obv: Bull standing left; above Brahmi inscription Kosabi. 

Rev: Standing deity (? Lakshmi); two taurines below her right hand. 

The standing Lakshmi on this variety has a parallel on some of the uninscribed 

coins. 

Var. D 

Obv: Bull standing left before a triangle headed standard; Ujjain symbol above 

the hump. 

Rev: In the centre, a six-spoked wheel; four letters, one at each corner, reading 

Kosabiya. 

This is the most common type found. 

The Brahmi inscription seen on these coins read Kosabi or Kosabiya. These coins 

in the name of the city were probably followed by coins in the name of some 

rulers which were initially made by casting technique and then by die-striking 

technique. 
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Takṣaśilā 

Takṣaśilā, meaning "City of Cut Stone" or "Takṣa Rock") is an important 

archaeological site in Taxila city, Rawalpindi District of the Punjab, Pakistan, 

situated about 32 km (20 mi) north-west of Islamabad and Rawalpindi, just off 

the famous Grand Trunk Road.  It is the headquarters of the Taxila Tehsil in the 

Rawalpindi district, Taxila city Near 3 km Tofkian Orange valley Wakefield 

Garden. Taxila was considered to be one of the earliest (or the 

earliest) universities in the world. 

Ancient Taxila was situated at the pivotal junction of the Indian 

subcontinent and Central Asia. The origin of Taxila as a city goes back to c. 1000 

BCE. Some ruins at Taxila date to the time of the Achaemenid Empire in the 6th 

century BCE, Taxila was sometimes ruled as part of the Gandhara kingdom 

(whose capital was Pushkalavati), particularly after the Achaemenid period, but 

Taxila sometimes formed its own independent district or city-state, followed 

successively by Mauryan Empire, Indo-Greek, Indo-Scythian, and Kushan 

Empire periods.  

Punch Marked uninscribed coin found from Takshsila: 

 A lot of punch marked coins found from Takshila. Coins are made of only 

copper. These coins are rectangular or round, die-struck and double sided. These 

coins are assigned to the 3rd century B.C.E. to 2nd   century C.E. Some common 

varieties of these coins are as under: 

 

Type No.1  

 Obv.:- Dand, Tree in railing, Temple and Hill with Crescent  

Rev. :-  Blank 

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Type No.2  

 Obv.:- Elrphant and Hill with Crescent  

Rev. :-  Swastika, Lion and Nandipad 

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Type No.3  

 Obv.:- Flower in railing between two Hill with Crescent  

Rev. :-  Hill with Crescent, and Krush  

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Type No.4  

 Obv.:- Flower in railing between two Hill with Crescent  

Rev. :-  Hill with Crescent, and Nandi pada or Taurin  

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 
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Type No.5  

 Obv.:- Hill with Crescent and Go in Brahmi script 

Rev. :-  Hill with Crescent, and Nandi pada or Taurin  

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Type No.6  

 Obv.:- Elephant 

Rev. :-  Hill with Crescent, and Krush 

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Type No.7  

 Obv.:- Bull and Hill with Crescent 

Rev. :-  Lion on Terrace 

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Type No.8  

 Obv.:- Swastika, Tree in railing and Nandi pada 

Rev. :-  Four Crescent 

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. to 2nd Century C.E. 

 

Inscribed coin found from Takshsila 

Takshsila was the capital of eastern Gandhara. This region during the third and 

second century B.C.E. there exist several guilds of traders who were authorized 

to issue coins bearing their particular name. The inscribed issues may be divided 

into three classes according to their legends 1. The Negma series,  2.The 

Panchnekme series,  3. The Hiransame series,  4. Sub-city area series. These coins 

are rectangular or round, die-struck and double sided, made of only copper. Some 

common varieties of these coins are as under:  

A. The Negma series 

1. The Dojak-Negma Type 

Obv.:-  Legends in Brahmi as Negma and Kharoshthi in Nekme 

Rev. :-  Name of Guild as Dojak in Brahmi and Kharoshthi and  

             Symbol of weighting scale 

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

 

2. The Ralimas-Negma Type 

Obv.:-  Legends in Brahmi as Negma and Kharoshthi in Nekme 
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Rev. :-  Name of Guild as Ralimas in Brahmi and Kharoshthi and  

             Symbol of weighting scale 

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

 

3. The Atakataka-Negma Type 

Obv.:-  Legends in Brahmi as Negma and Kharoshthi in Nekme 

Rev. :-  Name of Guild as Atakataka in Brahmi and Kharoshthi and  

             Symbol of weighting scale 

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

4. The Kadrenekme-Negma Type 

Obv.:-  Legends in Brahmi as Negma and Kharoshthi in Nekme 

Rev. :-  Name of Guild as Kadrenekme in Brahmi and Kharoshthi and  

             Symbol of weighting scale 

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

 

B. The Panchnekme series 

Obv.:-  Hill with Crescent and Wheel with 16 spoke  

Rev. :-  Legends in Kharoshthi as  Panchnekme  

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

 

C. The Hiransame series: 

Obv.:-  Elephant, Hill with Crescent and Krush  

Rev. :-  Horse, Hill and Legends in Kharoshthi as  Hiransami 

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

 

D. Sub-city area series: 

 

1. Obv.:-   Hill with Crescent and Legends in Brahmi as Doshnas  

Rev. :-  Blank 

Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 

2. Obv.:-   Hill with Crescent, Taurin, Goddess  

              and Legends in Brahmi as Vatasvak 

Rev. :-  Blank 
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Metal – Copper 

Period – 3rd  to 2nd Century B.C.E. 
 



Coins of Yaudheya  

Yaudheya or Yaudheya Gana was an ancient confederation that occupied the areas 

between the Indus River and the Ganges River. The word Yaudheya is a derivative 

of the word yuddha or from yodha meaning warriors. They principally 

were kshatriya renowned for their skills in warfare, as inscribed in the Junagadh rock 

inscription of Rudradaman. They are mentioned 

in Pāṇini's Ashtadhyayi and Ganapatha. There are other references to them namely 

in the Mahabharata, Mahamayuri, Brihatsamhita, Puranas, Chandra vyakarana and 

Kashika. They were in zenith of their power from about 200 BCE to 400 CE. 

Yaudheyas were the rulers of South-Eastern Punjab, Haryana and north 

Rajasthan. Varahamihira in his Brihatsamhita placed them in the northern division 

of India. The earliest reference of the existence of the Yaudheyas is 

in Pāṇini's Ashtadhyayi of c.500 BCE. In his works the Yaudheyas are mentioned 

as ayudha-jivin sanghas i.e., a community living by the profession of arms. 

The coins of the Yaudheyas are found in the Eastern Punjab and all over the country 

between the Sutlaj and the Jumna rivers. It is evident that the Yaudheya territories 

were extensive; the cities of Lahore, Bhawalpur, Bikaner, Ludhiyana, and Delhi 

roughly indicate the limits of the tribal territory.  

The Yaudheya survived the Maurya Empire, the Satraps of Mathura and the 

Kushanas. The 2nd century C.E. was full of their military glory and they are referred 

to in Rudradamana’s (150 C.E.) inscription. In the 4th century C.E. the Yaudheyas 

appear in the Inscription of Samudragupta as one of the frontier tribe of the Gupta 

Empire.  

Slightly northwest of Mathura in the region of Haryana, numerous coins of the Indo-

Greeks have been found together with those of the Yaudheyas, suggesting periods 

of overlapping or successive rule, in the 2nd-1st centuries BCE. After that period, 

the Yaudheyas started to mint their own coins in a style highly reminiscent of Indo-

Greek coinage, and the Arjunayanas and Yaudheyas mention military victories on 

their coins ("Victory of the Arjunayanas", "Victory of the Yaudheyas"). It is thought 

the Yaudheyas had become an independent kingdom at that point.  
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 The Yaudheya coins fall into 3 class; 

1. The Bull and Elephant type coins have been dated a little before or after the 

Christian era. These are small copper coins of rough workmanship but have 

some resemblance with the earlier coins of the Audambaras and the Kunindas.  

These coins are are assigned to the 1st  century B.C.E  

 

A. The Bull and Elephant Type:-   

Obverse – Bull Standing and Alter and legends in Brahmi as   

                 Yodheyanam or Yaudheyas or Yodheyanam Bahudhanke 

Reverse  – Elephant walking, Nandipad symbol  

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd to 1st century B.C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,) 

 

B. The Bull and Elephant Type (Poteen):-   

Obverse – Bull Standing and Alter and legends in Brahmi as   

                 Yodheyanam or Yaudheyas or Yodheyanam Bahudhanke 

Reverse – Elephant walking, Nandipad symbol  

Metal      - Poteen 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd to 1st century B.C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,) 

 

2.  The Six headed Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Six headed Kartikeya standing on lotus, legends in Brahmi as  

                 Bhagavatah Svamino Brahmanya Yaudheya  

Reverse – Goddess on Lotus, Umbrella hill, River, Nandipad symbol  

Metal      - Silver 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

                  Almoda, Gadwal) 

 

 



B. The Six headed Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Six headed Kartikeya standing on lotus, legends in Brahmi as  

                 Bhagavatah Svamino Brahmandevasya kumarasya  

Reverse – Goddess on Lotus, Umbrella hill, River, Nandipad symbol  

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

                  Almoda, Gadwal 

C. The Six headed Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Six headed Kartikeya standing on lotus, legends in Brahmi as  

                 Bhagavatah Svamino Brahmandevasya kumarasya  

Reverse – Three headed Shiva, wearing Boot and Pajamas  

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

                  Almoda, Gadwal) 

D. The Six headed Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Six headed Kartikeya standing on lotus, legends in Brahmi as  

                 Bhagavatah Svamino Brahmandevasya kumarasya  

Reverse – Dear, Hill, Tree in railing 

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

                  Almoda, Gadwal) 

3.  The Single Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Single headed Kartikeya standing, legends in Brahmi as  

                  Brahmandevasya Drama  

Reverse – Vase, Tree in railing and River 

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 



Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

  4. The Warrior Type  

Obverse – Warrior Kartikeya standing, Grasping spear in right hand and left 

hand on hip, Cock at his foot, legends in Brahmi as  

                  Yodhayaganasya Jaya 

Reverse – Male figure is walking like kushan Miiro 

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

         

5. The Warrior and Dvi Type  

Obverse – Warrior Kartikeya standing, Grasping spear in right hand and   

                 left hand on hip, Cock at his foot, legends in Brahmi as  

                Yodhayaganasya Jaya and the numerical dvi (Two) 

Reverse – Vase with leaves,  

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

         

6. The Warrior and Tri Type  

Obverse – Warrior Kartikeya standing, Grasping spear in right hand and   

                 left hand on hip, Cock at his foot, legends in Brahmi as  

                Yodhayaganasya Jaya and the numerical Tri (Three) 

Reverse – Shell instead of Vase,  

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

         

 



 

 

 

 

Coin of the Yaudheyas with depiction of Kumāra Karttikeya, 1st 

century BCE, Punjab. 

 

7. The Six goddess Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Six headed Kartikeya standing on lotus, legends in Brahmi as  

                 Bhagavatah Svamino Brahmandevasya kumarasya  

Reverse – Six headed Goddess is standing, 

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

                  Almoda, Gadwal) 

 

8. The Devsena and Brahmanyadeva Type  

Obverse – Kartikeya standing on lotus, legends in Brahmi as  

                 Bhagavatah Svamino Brahmandevasya kumarasya  

Reverse – Devsena standing, Nandi pad, Umbrella hill 

Metal      - Copper 

Shape     - Round 

Period     -  2nd century C.E. 

Territory -  Estern Haryana and Western 

U.P. (Dehradoon, Merath,   

                  Almoda, Gadwal) 
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Arjunayanas 
The Arjunayanas as a political community are supposed to have come into existence 

‘about the Shunga time 200 B.C.E’ and the name is derived from Arjunayana the 

founder one of the family of Arjuna. A reference is found for the first time in the 

Ganpatha on Panini and in the Allahabad Inscription of Samudragupta. They issued 

coins as early as the first century B.C.E. but these are extremely rare. They were 

then settled in Rajputana, perhaps in the region lying west of Agra and Mathura, 

equivalent, roughly speaking, to the Bharathpur and Alwer states. These coins, all in 

copper, bear the legends- Arjunayanan (coin of the Arjunayanas) or Arjunayana 

Jaya (Victory of the Arjunayanas) in Brahami script.  

 

Type No.1  

The Standing Figure and the Humped Bull Type:- 

Obv. - Humped Bull standing 

Rev. -  Standing Figure and legend in Brahmi as Arjunayanana and symbol of   

            Flag or spear 

Metal – Copper 

 

Type No.2 

The Elephant and the Bull Type:- 

 Obv. – A Tree in railing and Elephant having trunk raised 

 Rev.  -  A ‘curved object’ rising from a railing, and legend in Brahmi as    

             Arjunayanana Jaya (Victory to the Arjunayananas) 

 

Type No.3 

The Camel and the Bull Type:- 

 Obv. – A Tree in railing and a Camel 

 Rev.  -  Humped Bull, and legend in Brahmi as    

             Arjunayanana Jaya (Victory to the Arjunayananas) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 



                                                         City State Coins 

 

In the post-Mauryan period, particularly in the period starting 2nd century BCE, 

there was a fragmentation of the political authority in the north India, and many 

states, some big and some small, and chiefdoms, emerged or re-emerged on the 

political scene. Some of these states were in existence since much earlier times and 

are mentioned in ancient literature while some others were new states. The existence 

of these states in this period is revealed by their coins which display a multiplicity 

of types. Some of these states were ‘Monarchical States’ because coins issued by 

them are in the names of rulers, while some others were issued by tribal or republican 

states because these coins bear the name of the people / jana / tribe. Apart from 

these, there are some coins which bear the name of cities and these we call ‘City 

State Coins’. These coins bearing names of cities/localities represent the earliest 

indigenous inscribed coins of India. Whether these coins were issued by some city 

government or guilds or some ruling family is difficult to answer. It appears, 

however, that at some of the places the city formed the nucleus around which the 

state grew in power. Unfortunately, these have not received the due attention of 

numismatic scholars and not a single book is available that collectively deals with 

these coins. This paper presents a brief overview of these coins. Like the monarchical 

issues of the post-Mauryan period, the city state coins too were issued only in 

cheaper metals like copper, bronze, lead etc. None of them are known to have been 

issued in precious metal like silver. The inscriptions on these coins are inscribed in 

Brahmi script and the palaeography of some of these are quite early and similar to 

the Asokan inscriptions. This indicates a date at least around the beginning of c. 2nd 

century BC if not earlier for some of these City State issues. At some places they are 

known to have been produced by punching technique while at other they were made 

by casting and die-striking. At some places, these inscribed issues also show a 

typological continuation with the preceding uninscribed issues. 

 

2. Location of City States 

Most of these Cities in whose names coins were issued are located in the Central 

part of the country, starting from Bharuch in Gujarat in the west to Bhadravati in 

Maharashtra in the east. The maximum numbers are, however, located in the present 

state of Madhya Pradesh. The names of these cities and their state-wise location are 

as under:  

Madhya Pradesh: Hathodaka, Madavika, Mahishmati, Tripuri, Vidisa, Nandinagar, 

Kurapurika, Kuraghara, Kurara, Bhagila, Ujjayini 

 Maharashtra : Bhadravati  

Gujarat : Bharukachha (Bharuch)  

Uttar Pradesh : Erikachchha, Mugamukha, Kausambi, Suktimati. 



Apart from these there are a few others the nature of which is debatable or which are 

associated with monarchical or republican states. Now we shall briefly discuss the 

coins of some of these city states. 

 

Tripuri 

 

The ancient city of Tripuri is identified with the village Tewar, situated about 12 

kilometers from Jabalpur on the road to Bheraghat. A lot of punch marked coins 

found from Tripuri. Mostly coins are made of copper. These coins are rectangular, 

die-struck and double sided. They have bear the symbols are Sun, Six arm wheel, 

three arched hill with Crescent, Bull, Fish and Curved line on obverse side and On 

the reverse have mostly symbol of Snakedand . 

City State Coins: - 

Some copper / bronze coins bearing the legend Tipuri in early Brahmi characters are 

ascribed to this city. These coins have not only been found in the excavations 

conducted at Tewar, but also from the Hoshangabad district. These coins are rounds, 

die-struck and single sided. They show similarity with the coins of Mahishmati. On 

the basis of the combinations of symbols, four varieties of these coins can be 

distinguished. 

Var. 1 They have the Brahmi legend Tipuri written sideways on left and crescented 

with 3-arched hill below on right in obverse. Reverse is blank. This variety is the 

most common of Tripuri coins. Weight 30 to 130 Grain. Metal- Copper and Bronze 

 

Var. 2 It bears an Ujjain symbol and above it the Brahmi inscription Tipuri in 

obverse. Reverse is blank.  Weight 30 to 130 Grain. Metal- Copper and Bronze 

 

Var. 3 It has the Brahmi inscription above and below it three symbols – an upside 

down taurine symbol, Ujjain symbol and a horizontally placed triangle-headed 

standard in a row. Reverse is blank. Weight 30 to 130 Grain. Metal- Copper and 

Bronze 

 

Var. 4 This variety has an elephant to right facing a triangle-headed standard and 

the Brahmi legend Tipuri below. This variety is also found over struck on the blank 

side of variety 1. Reverse is blank. Weight 30 to 130 Grain. Metal- Copper and 

Bronze 

 

 



 

Coins of Local Rulers:- 

  

There are some coins found issued by local Bodhi dynasty. These are inscribed coins 

mention the name of rulers. These coins are made of Lead and it assigned to the 2nd 

century C.E.  Bodhi Coins are as fallow- 

 

1.  The name of King as Shri Bodhi Type 

     Obv. :-  Three arched hill, River and King name as Shri Bodhi in  Bramhi  

Rev. :-   Tree in railing or Human figure  

Metal –   Lead 

         Weight – 5- 30 Grain 

2. The name of King as Basu Bodhi Type 

     Obv. :- Three arched hill, River and King name as Basu Bodhi in  Bramhi  

Rev. :-   Tree in railing or Human figure  

Metal –   Lead 

         Weight – 5- 30 Grain 

3. The name of King as Veer Bodhi Type 

     Obv. :- Three arched hill, River and King name as Veer Bodhi in  Bramhi  

Rev. :-   Tree in railing or Human figure  

Metal –   Lead 

         Weight – 5- 30 Grain 

4. The name of King as Chandra Bodhi Type 

Obv.:- Three arched hill, River and King name as Chandra Bodhi in  Bramhi  

Rev. :-   Tree in railing or Human figure  

Metal –   Lead 

         Weight – 5- 30 Grain 

5. The name of King as Shiva Bodhi Type 

     Obv. :-Three arched hill, River and King name as Shiva Bodhi in  Bramhi  

Rev. :-   Tree in railing or Human figure  

Metal –   Lead 

         Weight – 5- 30 Grain 

6. The name of King as Shiva Dharma Type 

  Obv.:-Three arched hill, River and King name as Dharma Bodhi in  Bramhi  

Rev. :-   Tree in railing or Human figure  

Metal –   Lead 

         Weight – 5- 30 Grain 



Ujjayini 

 

Ujjain, situated on the banks of the Sipra River in Madhya Pradesh, was known in 

ancient times as Ujjayini and was the capital of Avanti mahajanapada and was one 

of the most famous cities in ancient India. In the time of Aśoka it was the vice regal 

seat. It is mentioned by Patañjali while many of its inhabitants are represented 

amongst the benefactors of the Sanchi stupa in the Sanchi inscriptions. A large 

number of die-struck copper/bronze coins that were issued in the post-Mauryan 

period are reported from in and around Ujjain. These are found in both round and 

rectangular shapes and a very large number of types and varieties. Except for a few, 

most of them are unfortunately uninscribed. We know some coins issued by local 

monarchical states as some inscribed coins mention the name of some rulers and /or 

some other authorities which also issued some inscribed coins in the name of the 

city. The coins of Ujjaini are known in a large number of varieties. Most of them 

bear on one side a single symbol which is popularly known as Ujjain symbol. 

 V.A. Smith divided these coins into two broad sections according to their shape a. 

rectangular and b. circular. In cunningham’s opinion the coins of Ujjain are nearly 

all round and even when the coin are rectangular “their impressions were made from 

round dies.”  

 

  City State Coins:- There are some coins found that bear the name of the city. These 

have Brahmi inscription Ujeniya in early characters in the centre of the coin. Above 

it are placed six-armed symbol, hand symbol and goad in a row. At the bottom, there 

are aquatic animals in a river represented by two parallel horizontal lines.  

      On the reverse there is an elephant standing right with an Ujjain symbol above 

its back.  

The coins with the legend ‘Ujeniye’ are assigned to the 2nd century B.C.E  

 

 

Punch marked coin found from Ujjain: 

 A lot of punch marked coins found from Tripuri. Mostly coins are made of copper. 

These coins are rectangular or round, die-struck and double sided. These coins are 

assigned to the 3rd century B.C.E. Some common varieties of these coins are as 

under: 

 

Type No.1 Tree in railing Type:- 

 Obv.:- Tree in railing Type and other symbol singly or in Combination are:   

            River, Fish, Tree and Malwa Symbol 

Rev. :-  Malwa symbol and River with Fish may represent the sipra. 

Period:- 3rd  century B.C.E. 



 

Type No.2, The Malwa Symbol Type:- 

Obv. :- Malwa Symbol with Three Umbrellas 

Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

  

 Type No.3, The Hill Symbol Type:- 

 Obv. :- Three arched Hill Symbol so-called Chaitya  

 Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

 Type No.4, The Bull Type:- 

 Obv. :- The Bull standing with Tree in railing  

 Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

 Type No.5, The Rhinoceros Type:- 

 Obv. :- Two-horned Rhinoceros and Malawa Symbol 

  Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

  Type No.6, The Elephant Type:- 

  Obv. :-  Tusked Elephant standing and Six rayed wheel 

  Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

  Type No.7, The Horse Type:- 

  Obv. :-  Horse and Six rayed wheel 

  Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

  Type No.8, The Laxmi Type:- 

  Obv. :-  Laxmi seated on Lotus 

  Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

  Type No.9, The Mahakal Type:- 

  Obv. :-  Three Headed standing figure of Mahakal 

  Rev. :-  Malwa Symbol 

 

Coins of Local Rulers:-  

There are some coins issued by local monarchical states as some inscribed coins 

mention the name of some rulers in the Ujjain territory. The coins of local rulers are 

assigned to the 2nd century B.C.E  

  

1. The name of King as Ranimus Type 

Obv. :-  Bull Standing 



Rev. :-   Tree in railing,  Malwa symbol and King name as Runamasa in   

              Bramhi script  

Metal – Copper 

Weight – 68 Grain 

 

  

 2.  The name of King as Savitri Type 

Obv. :-  Shiva standing with Dand and pot and King name as Savitas in   

              Bramhi script 

Rev. :-   Blank  

Metal – Copper 

    Weight – 68 Grain 

 

3. The name of King as Datta Type 

Obv. :-  Three arched hill and King name as Rao Datas in Bramhi script 

Rev. :-   Blank  

Metal – Copper 

    Weight – 102 Grain 

 

4. The name of King as Pramud Type 

Obv. :-   King name as Pramudas in Bramhi script             

Rev. :-   Blank  

Metal – Copper 

    Weight – 68 Grain 

 

5. The name of King as Rathimadan Type 

Obv. :-   King name as Rathimadaas in Bramhi script             

Rev. :-   Blank  

Metal – Copper 

    Weight – 68 Grain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 


